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EXECUTIVE SUNNARY

At 6:23 a.m., on Nay 17, 1991, an instrument technician at Diablo Canyon

1 was completing the calibration of one of four power range nuclear instrument
channels. He was attempting to complete the calibration before the shift
turnover at 8:00 and inadvertently disconnected a fuse on a second channel

rather than the channel under calibration. This initiated a reactor trip.
The failures of six out of twelve steam dump valves (SDVs) to close caused the
reactor coolant system to cool and depressurize rapidly which led to a safety
injection (SI) initiation. The operators. responded promptly by closing the

main steam isolation valves to stop the cooldown and by reducing the SI flow
to prevent overpressurization of the reactor coolant system. As part of the
AEOD program to study the human factors of operating events AEOD formed.a team

to conduct an onsite analysis. The team leader was George Lanik, AEOD/ROAB.

Other team members were Eugene Trager, Jr., AEOD/ROAB, Harold Blackman, INEL,

and Milliam Steinke, INEL. The team was at the Diablo Canyon site on Nay 29

and 30, 1991.

Both units at Diablo Canyon were at 100% power on the morning of Nay 17

prior to the reactor trip. As designed, the reactor trip caused a turbine
trip and this activated the steam dump control system to remove stored energy

and decay heat to return the reactor average temperature to its no load valve.
However, two of the twelve SDVs failed open due to separation of the actuator
from the valve stem and four other SDVs had control circuit failures which

left them partly open. The failures were such that the SDV position
indicators in the control room indicated that these SDVs were closed.

However, the operators deduced that there was excess steam flow and closed the
main steam isolation valves (NSIVs).

The reactor coolant pressure continued to decrease and reached the SI

setpoint (1850 psig) before the NSIVs were closed. The SI initiation isolated
the letdown system from the reactor coolant system and initiated charging flow
from the centrifugal charging pumps. The operators understood that the SI

initiation was due to cooldown and shrinkage of the reactor coolant and not

due to a loss of coolant. They therefore reduced the charging flow and re-'
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established reactor coolant letdown. The pressurizer pressure was prevented
from reaching the setpoint for the power operated relief valves.

The analysis of this event disclosed that the operators'esponse was

prompt and effective despite the equipment failures. Causal factors for this
response were the abnormal and emergency procedures, training, and sound

knowledge of reactor coolant system thermal-hydraulics. Their response was

carried out through efficient teamwork even though the utility senior control
operator was absent. Decision making was not involved in terminating the

safety injection because that was directed by a step in the emergency

operating procedures.

This was not the first event involving failures of the SDVs and coping

with these anticipated failures has prompted the station to consider closing .

the HSIVs after a reactor trip whenever Tav decreases to 530'F. This could
occur after most trips and would prevent use of the main condenser for decay

heat removal.

Several factors contributed to the instrument technician error that
resulted in the reactor trip. The calibration procedure did not follow human

factors principles, e.g. providing a caution preceding steps that may trip the

reactor, that would have made the error less likely, the technician had not
completed training in self-verification, the goal of completing the

calibration before shift change created a time-based stress, and the
technician was without direct supervision although still in training.

The control room annunciator has a single acknowledge circuit rather than

separate acknowledge circuits for different groups of main control panels

which are found in other control room annunciator designs. This makes it more

difficult for operators to silence the audible alarm while also assuring that
they have not missed any incoming alarms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 ~Pur osa

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office for Analysis and Evaluation of
Operational Data (NRC/AEOD) formed a team to conduct an onsite analysis of the
human factors of an operating event at Diablo Canyon I that occurred Hay 17,

1991. The event was initiated when the fuse for a power range nuclear
instrument channel was inadvertently disconnected while another channel was in
the test position. This coincidence made up the two-out-of-four logic that
initiated a reactor trip from 10$'ower. The failures of six out of twelve
steam dump valves (SDVs) to close caused the reactor coolant system (RCS), to
cool and depressurize, which initiated a safety injection (SI). The operators
promptly mitigated the transient and returned the plant to a stable, hot

standby condition such that no pressure or temperature limits were exceeded

and the pressure setpoints for the pressurizer power operated relief valves
were not approached.

1.2 ~Sco e

The analysis focused on the human factors aspects of the Nay 17, 1991,

event including the causal factors for the disconnection of the fuse on the

wrong nuclear instrument channel, which initiated the event and the subsequent

actions of the control room operators. Data were acquired from instrument

recordings, plant logs, discussions, and interviews with control room

operators, technicians, and other station staff such as operations,
maintenance management, and training instructors. Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) provided technical assistance for the onsite ana1ysis as

part of the AEOD program to study the human factors of operating events.





1.3 On-site Anal sis

The analysis team was at the Diablo Canyon site on Hay 29 and May 30,

1991. The team consisted of

George Lanik, NRC/AEOD, team leader

Eugene Trager, NRC/AEOD

Harold Blackman, INEL, Human Factors Research

William Steinke, INEL, Reactor Operations and'erformance
Evaluations.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT ANALYSIS

2. 1 Back round

The Diablo Canyon Power Plant is located on the Pacific Coast near

San Luis Obispo, California. The plant consists of twin, 4-loop, Westinghouse

pressurized water reactors (PWRs), each of which is rated at 1080 MWe nominal

capacity. Unit 1 was placed in commercial operation in May 1985; Unit 2, in

March 1986. Both units are operated from a common control room.

/

Both units were at 100%%u power on the morning of May 17, 1991.

Surveillance test procedure STP I-2D had been performed on power range nuclear

instrument channel N-41 of Unit 1, and a shift control technician (SCT) was

preparing to remove test equipment and reconnect the high voltage and detector

signal cables. The reactor trip bistables for channel N-41 were in the

tripped positions. Before reconnecting the cables, the SCT had to remove the

instrument power fuses from channel N-41 per procedure STP I-2D. Instead, he

inadvertently disconnected one instrument power fuse momentarily from channel

N-42. Since channel N-41 was already removed from service this made up the

2-out-of-4 coincidence in the plant protection system (PPS) logic, and the

Unit 1 reactor tripped. The trip was recorded as caused by a high neutron

flux signal at 6:28;38 a.m.

As designed, the reactor trip caused a turbine trip and it actuated the

steam dump control system to remove stored energy and decay heat to return the

reactor average temperature (Tav) to its no-load value. However, all of the

steam dump valves (SDVs) did not reclose when Tav decreased to its no-load

value. Two of the 12 SDVs failed in the fully opened position because the

actuator mechanisms disconnected from the valve stems, creating a steam demand

of approximately 8%. In addition, the controls for the actuators of four

other SDVs failed, leaving those valves partially open. The failures were

such as to leave the position indications in the control room for all six

valves in the closed position such that the open condition of the six SDVs was

not directly detectable by the control room operators. Reactor cooldown
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continued below the no-load setpoint although the cooldown was at a reduced

rate since the six operable SDVs closed.

The shrinkage of the reactor coolant from the cooldown caused a reduction
in pressurizer water level and pressure. RCS letdown isolation was

automatically initiated from low pressurizer level (17%) and a safety
injection (SI) was initiated from low pressurizer pressure (1850 psig). The

reactor operators were challenged by excessive reactor cooldown (caused by the
failed-open SDVs) and increasing pressurizer pressure and water level (caused

by the SI). The operators correctly diagnosed that the basic problem was one

of excessive steam demand, probably from failure of SDVs since this had

occurred during previous plant operations. They closed the main steam

isolation valves (HSIVs), which stopped the reactor cooldown, and reduced the

charging flow to the RCS. (The RCS pressure had not fallen below the 1650

psig shut-off head of the intermediate pressure SI pumps). The failed SDVs

were manually isolated and the HSIVs were re-opened to establish decay heat

removal from the RCS. The RCS pressure, hot leg temperature (T-hot), and col'd

leg temperature (T-cold) are shown in Figure l.

The normal control room manning is shown in Figure 2. At the time of the

event the utility senior control operator (USCO) position was not filled on

that shift. The USCO normally enters the plant after a reactor trip to
supervise local operations... The senior control operator for Unit 2 (SCO-2)

entered the plant after this reactor trip to supervise 'local operations. The

senior control operator.-for-.Unit I (SCO-I) becca,the ",EOP.:reader" in
accordance with station procedure and directed execution of the emergency

operating procedures (EOPs). All Unit I operations were under the supervision
of the Unit I shift foreman (SFN-I). The assistant control operator (ACO)

assisted the Unit I control operator (CO-I) but his activities were limited by

station procedure to those that would not directly or indirectly affect
reactivity. The SFM-I from the oncoming shift made the telephone
communications to the state and to the NRC and directed the control room

assistant (CRA) in making the remainder of the notifications.
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Reactor Trip
6:23:38 a.m.

Operators comp1ete c1osure
of HSIVs, 6:27:30 a.m.

10

Figure 1 - RCS pressure and temperatures
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Shift Supervisor (SS)
'ROLicense

Shift Technical Advisor {STA) Control Room Assistant (CRA)

Shift Foreman (SFM-1)
SRO Ucense

Shift Foreman U-2 {SFM-2)
SRO Ucense

Senior Control Operator (SCO-1)
SRO License

UtilitySenior Control
Operator (USCO)

SRO Ucense
Senior Control Operator (SCO-2)

SRO License

Control Operator (CO-1)
RO License

Control Operator (CO-2)
RO Ucense

Assistant Control
Operator (ACO)

Figure 2. Diablo control rooltt shift structure





Shift Supervisor (SS), SFM-l, and SFM-2 are management positions and per
station procedure, the people in these positions do not operate controls.

The SS and the SCO-I had approximately 10 years experience at Diablo

Canyon. The SFN-1 had approximately 5 years licensed operator experience at
Diablo Canyon and previous experience as a licensed operator at McGuire, which

is a similar twin unit, 4 loop Westinghouse PWR site. The CO-I had

approximately one year experience at Diablo Canyon as a licensed operator.
These individuals had been trained as a crew. The ACO is not licensed, does

not receive reactor operator training and does not train with the crew on the
simulator. The shift technical advisor (STA) during this event was not
normally assigned to the crew, had received simulator training with different
crews, and did not hold a reactor operator's license. This was his first
experience as an STA during a reactor trip. This control room operations crew

was on their first 12 hour night shift, starting at 7:00 p.m., May 16, 1991.

The shift control technicians (SCTs) were completing the fifth and last
of a series of graveyard shifts, with on-duty hours from midnight to 8:00 a.m.

Initially there were three SCTs assigned to STP I-2D. SCT-1 was the most

experienced, with approximately 10 years at Diablo Canyon. SCT-3 was the

least experienced. He had worked as a contractor at Diablo Canyon for several

years and had transferred to the utility about six months previously. He had

been assigned as a SCT during the second week of April and was considered to
be in an on-the-job training status. SCT-2 left work at about 6: 15 a.m. to
attend to other business.





2.2 Time ine of the vent

The following event time line sequence was developed from interviews with
the control room operators and SCT-1 and -3, from the plant process computer

recordings and control room logs, and from other data derived by the Diablo

Canyon Staff.

5/17/91 Units 1 and 2 were at 1001. power

6:15 a.m. ~ SCT-1 and -3 had just completed a full calibration on power

range nuclear instrument channel N-41 per STP I-2D and its
referenced procedures. There was a 24 hour time limit on

calibrating the NIS and N-41 was the last channel to be

calibrated. SCT-2 had been at the PPS cabinets in the cable

spreading room to assist in this calibration. At this time
SCT-2 left on personal leave. The instrument and control
general foreman had come by on his morning review of work

status and asked SCT-1 whether N-41 would be calibrated before.
the end of the shift and whether SCT-1 was "keeping an eye" on

SCT-3, the less experienced SCT. SCT-1 then left to go to the
PPS cabinets.

Note:

Figure 3 is a front view of the nuclear instrument cabinets.
Each of the four power range channels has two detectors, A and

B. Figure 4 is a front view of the drawers for each channel.

There is a pair of A and B drawers for each channel N-41, N-42,

N-43, and N-44. The detector and high-voltage coax cables

enter at the rear of the cabinets. These had been disconnected
'from channel N-41. The power range B drawer for channel N-41

was in the withdrawn position but still energized. Test leads

were attached to test points within the drawer.
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Figure 4. Front view of Power Range Orawers A and B

(identical for all four channels N-41, N-42, N-43, N-44)
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~ SCT-3 was restoring channel N-41. He was about to pull the
instrument power fuse on drawer B that he had removed during an

earlier procedure step while the instrument drawer was closed.
SCT-3 first went to the rear of the cabinets and when he

returned to the front placed his hand on the fuse for channel

N-42, which was adjacent to channel N-41 and which had its
drawer closed. As SCT-3 rotated the fuse he realized his
error, but this momentary interruption of power to channel N-42

caused its reactor trip bistables to go to the tripped state.
Because channel N-41 was already removed from service this
resulted in a reactor trip.

6:23:38
a.m.

~ Reactor trip annunciated. The CO began immediate actions as

recalled from EP E-O, "Emergency Procedure Reactor Trip or
Safety Injection." (The first twelve steps of EP E-0 had been

memorized and could be performed before opening the control
room copy of EP E-O).

6:23:46 ~ Pressurizer pressure reached the reactor trip set point.

6:23:51 ~ Motor driven auxiliary feedwater (AFM) pumps started as

initiated by low steam generator water level.

Tav reached the "low" setpoint (554'F), which initiated
isolation and trip of the main feedwater pumps.

6:24:02 ~ Tav reached the "low low" setpoint (543'F), at which point the
SDVs should have been closed by the steam dump control system.

6:24:09 ~ Generator trip initiated. (Main generator breaker was tripped
through an interlock with reactor trip after a 30-second

delay). The Unit I 12 and 4 buses were transferred
automatically to the startup transformers.





6:24: 10 ~ Diesel generator l-l started automatically as initiated by the
above bus transfer, but its generator output breaker did not
close because offsite power was being supplied to the bus.

6:24:27 ~ Pressurizer low level setpoint (171) was reached and the
letdown system was automatically isolated from the RCS.

6:25: 17 ~ Pressurizer low pressure safety inspection setpoint (1850 psig)
was reached, and SI was initiated.

6:23:38
to

6:25:17

~ Diesel-generators 1-2 and 1-3 started on SI signal and remained

running with generator output breakers open.

~ Summary of activities of control room operators during time
from reactor trip to SI initiated: (elapsed time 1 min 39

sec):

~ Control room operators heard the turbine stop valves close and

the reactor trip annunciations.

~ CO-1 began to perform the immediate action steps of EOP E-O.

SFM-1 wheeled the EOP cart to the CO-1 desk for use by SC0-1.

SCO-1 pulled the control room copy of EOP E-0 and began reading

aloud and confirming the steps. CO-1 performed steps as

directed by SCO-1. SCO-1 transferred to ES-0.1 per E-O, step
5, because an SI had not occurred.

~ CO-1 advised SCO-1 that the plant was cooling down too fast and

SCO-1 acknowledged this. SS went to the alarm printout
approximately 30 seconds after the reactor trip to verify the

hypothesis that an NI trip had initiated the reactor trip and

also observed that a low pressure reactor trip signal had

occurred about 10 seconds after reactor trip. (This was an

unusually short time interval and was a symptom of the rapid

12
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cooldown in progress.) SS and SFM-1 discussed the rapid
decrease in RCS temperature and pressure and SFH-1 directed
SCO-1 to close the MSIVs.

~ CO-1 closed two of the four MSIVs when directed by SFM-1 and

the remaining two were closed by ACO per specific direction of
SFH-1. A safety injection (SI) trip occurred (because of the

low RCS pressure) while the HSIVs were being closed and SCO-1

re-entered EOP E-O.

~ STA observed the SPDS display and checked it against the
control room indicators and concluded that a red path

(inadequate heat sink) was erroneous since control room
4

indicators showed full flow for both turbine and motor driven
AFH pumps.

After the reactor trip SCO-2 entered the turbine building to
carry out the duties normally performed by the USCO (USCO was

absent).

6:27:30 ~ Operators completed closing the MSIVs and their bypass valves,
which stopped the RCS cooldown (minimum RCS temperature

approximately 500'F).

6:28 and
later ~ The operators verified that the conditions in EOP E-0 for SI

termination were satisfied and entered EOP E-l.l, SI

termination. During the plant recovery from the cooldown,

operators walked down the SDVs and noted no obvious problems.

To control the heatup, operators began repressurizing the main

steam lines but again isolated them when it appeared that there
was a steam leak to the condenser. The SDVs were checked by

the System Engineer and it appeared that two had failed. These

valves were manually isolated and the main steam lines
repressurized normally. At approximately 8:00 a.m., the plant

13
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, had been returned to normal operating temperature and pressure.
It was determined later that four additional SDYs had failures
of the actuators, which left them partially open but with their
position indications in the control room indicating closed.

2.3 ~nal sis

2.3.1 Teamwork Command Control and Communications

The response of the control room operators to the reactor trip, which was

complicated by the rapid RCS cooldown, demonstrated effective teamwork. Their
actions were prompt and proper, and tasks were appropriately distributed among

the team members. Examples are the CO and SCO-1 execution of the EOPs, the
overview and joint decision on closure of the MSIYs by the SS and SFM-1; the
assumption by the SCO-2 of the duties of the absent USCO, and the STA overview

of the status of the safety functions. The operators recognized and were

prepared for a proper response to the rapid cooldown because they had received
training on SDV failures during various plant modes. Decision making was not

involved in terminating the safety injection because that action was directed
by the emergency operating procedures. Their performance reflected effective
procedures and training and also indicated that the operators had confidence
in their knowledge and capabilities both as individuals and as a team.

2.3.2 Shift Structure

The absence of the USCO emphasized the role of the assistant control
operator (ACO). The SCO-2 assumed the duties of the absent USCO and went into
the plant to supervise local operations. Normally, the SCO from the other
unit would be available to assist the SCO in the unit that was in need of
operational assistance, although this reduces the operator staff on the other
unit. In this event since SCO-2 was in the plant, the SFM-1 and the SS

attempted to use the ACO to assist SCO-1. However, the limited training of
the ACO and the station procedure's restrictions on his activities resulted in
the ACO performing only specific actions under direct order from the SS or
SFM-1. The SCO-1 and CO-1 were of the opinion that the recovery of the plant,

14
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especially the restoration of charging and letdown to normal line up, took
appreciably longer with the ACO assisting than otherwise.

2.3.3 Human Factors of Surveillance Testin

The momentary disconnect of the fuse for NI channel N-42 rather than

channel N-41 is the type of human error that is sometimes classified as a

"slip" rather than a "mistake". A mistake implies an error of intention,
while a slip implies an error in execution. Exact causes and means of
prevention of slips are not well understood, although training in self-
verification appears to provide a specific defense (the dictum of "measure

twice and cut once" is a clear example). SCT-3 had not yet completed the

training in self-verification at the station.

There are several other factors that may have been relevant to the slip.
The calibration procedure STP I-2D does not follow human factors principles
for procedures for on-line operations. Descriptive or instructive information
is intermingled with instructions for specific steps. A single paragraph may

contain instructions for several steps to execute. There are no cautions

preceding steps that may trip the reactor, such as disconnecting fuses.
Because SCT-3 had worked at the site many years and was considered capable,
SCT-1 may have thought, inappropriately, that SCT-3 did not need close
supervision. In addition SCT-3 was under some stress at the time of the fuse
disconnection since he was aware that he was performing this online
calibration for the first time and was operating without direct supervision.
The fact that SCT-3 was working the early morning hours of a graveyard shift
(the last of five scheduled graveyard shifts) may also have been relevant.
These factors were aggravated by the pressure of time limits stemming both

from the 24 hour time limit for the calibration process and from the

approaching end of his shift.

2.3.4 Man-machine Interface

The control room annunciator system has an acknowledge circuit that when

manually activated will silence the annunciator and change all flashing

15
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windows (incoming alarms) to a constant illumination. Other control room

annunciator system designs divide the annunciators into several groups, each

of which has its own audible signal and acknowledge button. This has been

shown to reduce the noise problem (distraction, annoyance, and interference
with oral communications) and at the same time to reduce the frequency af
undetected incoming alarms. The operators were consciously aware of the noise

and possibility of undetected alarms during this event.

A new display system for the plant process computer, was undergoing trial
use by the operators and was not. programmed fully. Consequently, the displays
were not used by the operators during this event.

2.3.5 EOPs Com licated b E ui ment Problems

Problems with the steam dump valves failing open in the past and

anticipated future failures had led the station management to issue a station
policy authorizing the closure of the HSIVs after a reactor trip in advance of
the sequence of operations in EOP E-0. This event prompted the station to
consider modifying EOP E-0 to close the HSIVs after a trip whenever Tav

reaches 530'F, which is possible after every reactor trip. Closure of the
NSIVs prevents use of the main condenser for decay heat removal. This would

lead to use of the atmospheric steam relief valves,.the attendant release of
secondary coolant to the atmosphere, and loss of condensate.

The history of SDV failures had led the control room operators to expect

problems with secondary system heat removal. The station staff stated that
other equipment problems (main generator output breakers, RHR pumps, auxiliary
seawater system, and component cooling water capacities) had also made the
normal and emergency operating procedures more complex. This number of
equipment problems may not be excessive considering the number of systems and

components, especially in the balance-of-plant. However, equipment problems

should be anticipated and provided for in the procedures and training. The

equipment problems did not prevent an effective response by the operators in
this event and they are under continuing review by management.

16
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2.3.6 Post Tri Event Review Process

At the conclusion of this event, the operators and other involved
personnel were asked to give individual written statements regarding their
recollection on the event. The statements were frequently brief and.gave

little insight into how it could have been prevented or how the response to
the event could have been improved.

17
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3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

3.1 /easer

This event provides an example of effective teamwork and the factors
contributing to effective teamwork. Decision making was not involved in
terminating the safety injection since the emergency operating procedures

directed the termination.

3.2 ~RM t Et t

The capabilities and limitations of the ACO position were tested by this
event due to the absence of the USCO. Otherwise, the structure was shown to
be effective by virtue of the effective teamwork.

3.3 H man Factors of Surveillance Test

The slip by the SCT-3 provides an opportunity to review the human factors
of on-line surveillance testing, specifically, procedures, on the job training
supervision, self-verification training, and stress.

3.4 n- achi e Interface

The single circuit for acknowledging any control room alarm is a source

of undesirable noise and possible undetected incoming alarms. An upgrade is
being considered by station management.

3.5 EOPs Com lic ted b ment P oblems

The EOPs and normal operating procedures were complicated by equipment

problems. However, equipment problems can be anticipated and provided for by

the procedures and training. The problems did not prevent effective response

by the operators during this event and are under continuing review by station
management.

18





3.6 Post Tri Event Review Process

The operators and other involved personnel were required to give
individual written statements on what they recalled. However the statements

did not comment on how it 'might have been prevented or how the response could

have been improved.
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